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SPEECH  BY  PRESIDENT  O~TOLI  v 
ON  THJi;  OCCASION  OF  TJIE  SIGNING  OF  THE  LOiiZ  CC!~VENTION 
(Lom,,  28  Februar1 1975) 
Mr  President, 
Your  Excellencies, 
Ladies  and  Gentlemen, 
The  moment  has  come  tor us  to  sign,  and  thereby se3l,  the  Lome 
Convention,  the culmination of more  than  20  ~onths of long  and 
difficult negotiations between  the Governments of  the Africnn, 
Caribbean  and Pacific  countri~s on  one  side and  the  Europc,LI1  Co:ununity 
on  the other. 
First of all, as is,  !  think,  only riGht and  proper,  I  c.hould 
like  to acclaim  the  work  and  talent of the  negotiators froo our vurious 
cou21t~ies.  The  tribute  the  Commission  pays  them  is of  the  same  order 
as  the  exceptional results which have  been obtained. 
Over and  above  the optimism and coneratulations that arc usual  in 
such circumstances, all of us,  I  believe,  feol  that  the  event  ~e arc 
participating in  today is a  major  turnine-point  in  the history of 
international economic  relations in  the  second half of the  t~entieth 
century,  indeed in history ao  a  whole. 
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1.  The  very fact  that it has  been  pos~ible to conclude' an interna-
tional agreement  between nearly 50  developing countries and  the nine 
Europe&n  countries making up  the Community  is a  uniqua phenomenon. 
It is all the more remarkable in that the now  Convention has not 
been negotiated between countries in isolation but  between organized 
groups of States. 
Developing ·countries from  a  whole region - several r.egions  in 
fact - acting together,  and with a  single spokesman,  ~ere able  to  bring 
long und  difficult bargaining to  a  successful conclusion.  In spite of 
the diversity of situations in the various Stutes you  wore  perfectly 
united  to  the  end. This present  day reality which will continue in the future 
must  be  welcomed  as a  factor of majer  importanc~. 
Thus,  we  have proof - and  this io one of the r1ost  important lessonG 
to  be  learned  from  the  Lome  Convention - that rceional groupo of coun-
tries make  for  more  effective,  better balanced  and  fuircr international 
collaboration than any which  could  be  establiahed by  St<-tes acting 
singly,  whose  right to equality is often  uif~icult to  tr~nslate into 
fact. 
What  is more  and  this should be  emphasized  too,  the progress made 
under  these conditions has not led to  the  for~ation of inward-looking 
bloca,  for  the negotiationo  \7hich  we  c..re  concludinz  tocl.:;.y  have  in no  <'lo.y 
caused  the  ACP  countries  to cut themselves off from  other clcvelopinc 
countricse  ( 
""  ~hone ncsoti~ticna 
have  also  t;vJ.de  it post>iblc  to  win  accept  ..  :mce,  in a  particularly effective 
manncrt  for  frc.sh  ideas whose  bcnefici:.:d effect will,  r:e  hope,  gr<.tdu.:.:.lly 
permeate all relations  bet~ecn  induzt~ialized and  devclopine countrjes. 
For  Europe  too  the negotiations were  marked  by  cohesion an1  unlty. 
By  forcint;.links of  pc:..rt!'1c~shi.?t( with,1  the  peoples of l.frica,  the 
Caribbean ;:md  the Pacific,  the Community  as a  whole  han  proved itoelf 
able  to  undertake an overall policy which  should  ;:;1:1ke  an  cffccti...-e 
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contribution to  the development ot non-industrialized countries•( 
For it is clear that the European Community  does not regard the  Lom~ 
Convention simply as an instrument of development  tor the  ACP  Stntea· 
alonei  it is also a  fundamental  component of comprehensive  cooperation 
with all developing  co~ntries. 
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At  the very moment  when  Europe is being cruelly hit· by  the  world 
crisis and  the bases for ita economic  expansion and prosperity are 
being called into question,  such an attitude - and in particular the 
financial effort which it requires - sho'Ns  convincintilY how  far the 
Lome  Convention is based on an act of deliberate political will and 
a  profound and lasting commitment  by  the Community. 
2.  Quite apart  from  the special circucstances in which  the  Lom6 
Convention was  negotiated,  its originality and its importance lie also, 
and perhaps above all, in its content. 
Never  - and  I  am  not exaggerating here,  but merely  describe  the 
facts  - have  relations between industrialized countries and  developing 
countries  been  defined  by an agreement  which is so  complete  and  ~hich 
aims  to provide  a  comprehensive response  to so  many  problems of such 
complexity.  Witness  the provisions on  financial uid,  on access  to 
markets or on  the stabilization Qf export carningsG  i.','itness.,  with 
regard  to sugar,  the  reciprocal  undert.:~.ldngs on  m.1ch  matters as delivery 
guarantees and  r.oinimum  price guarantees linked  to  the prices offered to 
Community  produce1'3e  \'iitness al.Do  t.he  organization of syutern.:J.tic 
cooperation for  the  induatrialization of the  developing  cou~tries. 
Witness lastly the establishment of an inctituticnal framework  to  provide 
a  vehicle  for  rc.r:;ular  meetinss and contacts - not only at the  level of 
governments  and  the representatives of the people,  but also  between  trauo 
unions  und  industrialists.  The  Lome  Convention,  which  brings  tocet~or 
this whole  arsenal of  r~sour~eo and  provisions,  represents in the  field 
of international cooperation  the  moDt  cooprehensive  and  thorough~oing 
attack  yet  made  on poverty and  underdevelopment. 
Of  course any  ambition  to conclude  the great debate on relations 
between  developed  and  developing countries as of  today is not possible, 
b~t  \Ye  can pride ourselves on havint; man.:1ged  to set up  a  very wide 
ranee of  instru~ents of cooperation.  Some  have  already proved  their 
worth,  for  the Convention  we  are about  to  sign will be  based partly on 
the  experience of previous agreer.Jents  concluded  between  the Community 
and  a  number  of African States.  But others are entirely new  and  take 
into uccount  the  needs  born of  tho international  econo~ic developments 
of the  paot  few  yo<."tX'S  and  the choices clearly exprcnsed  by  t!le  develop-
inc countries. 
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Though  financial aid is still neccsaary - even  fundamental  ?.or  a 
number of particularly needy countries ~ it cannot remain  the only 
method  o.f'  development  cooperation~• 
This is why  we  wished  to  open 
the European market  to products  from  tho  ACP  States and  give  them  access 
to our  technology and  knowhow  a.s  part of intensive industrial eooperutio:1. 
This is also  why  we  havo established a  mechanism  for  sto.b:.U:t~ing 
export earnings which  involves the principle of co~pensating States that 
e.re  victims of  the hazards and confusion rcit;nine on  the  raw materials 
markets: 
This  is  an  imm':!nsely  important  inndlvation  bece>.us~ it  ci~rrt:!'rlu der:'0'1str2.tc::: 
a  concern to  0r 8vide an  irrcnediate  practical  re::ron3e  to  8.  real  G.nd  irn.n0r+.".nt, 
;3uch  innovations at any rate hiehli,:)1t,  in daedn  o.s  well  a:3  in 
words,  Europe's sincere desire  to contribute  towards  cstoblishinc a  new 
type of  r~lations on a  basis of equality and having resurd for  the 
independence  and  individual identities of the partners.  In  ~o doing 
these  innovations undeniably  demonstrate  - and  this perhaps is tho  ~ost 
ir.1portr.mt  thint; - i!;urope 'a wish  to establish  ..-i th  tho  devolo1ling  coun-
tries long-tern links <'f  economic  interdependence  whic!!  would  be  a 
better guarantee of progres.u  and  complementc.•ry action  than any  treaty  .. 
This choice,  this ba-sic,  deliberate,  conscious optinc for solidarity 
will,  I  n~  ou~e, have  a  considerable impact on  the  ~orld.  J.'hc  rcdefinff'l 
in~ of relations between rich and  poor countries,  betv1cen  producers  ~n:l 
consumers of raw  materials,  betr1een industrialized econonies  nnd  primary 
producer economies,  is the vital issue of our  tirJe.  'ihe  concln.sion of 
the  Lome  Convention proves  that it is pocsible - ,beco::tuse  ~m havo  had,  on 
both  sides,  the will,  the  ir.lugination,  and  1  would  say  the  cotn·«e:c  to 
make  it posr;iblc - to bring about  the difficult birth of  .-~  new  world 
order  through  cooperation,  not  co~frontation.  From  thio point or  view, 
...  / ... r 
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today's agreement serves as an example;  at a  time  when  in many 
international  forums  the strategy of confrontation seems  to  be 
prevailing too often,  the  Lom~ Convention  combines  the  long-term 
preoccupations and·objectives common  to all the peoples of our 
planet into a  single vision of their future:  that of a  community 
of civilization.as much  as of interests. 
But  tho  Lome  Convention countries have  not only opte'd  for  a 
strategy based on  coop~ration and refusing confrontation;  they have 
settled another  fundamental  question concerning  the  future  of 
relations between  the developing and  the industrialized countries, 
a  problem  which  sets the  theorists and  dogmatists  ag~inot those 
who  believe in real progress demonstrated  by  f~cts.  i~nd  I  think 
they  have  settled  thi~ great question very  pe~~ibly by  ch?oGinz 
Wi'lOhln  a.n  overall approach: 
the path of practical,  tangible achievc,entu;  .f'irw.nc:~~•l. aiu.  which 
some  may  still find  teo limited but  \\'"hich  is in fact ve:r:r illl}Mrta.nt; 
.  and  machinery  for  stabilizing the  c~porl. earnings, 
which  thout;h  probably net perfect is certainly an appreciable 
st.Jp  forward. 
Mr President  ,  ma.y  the  r.;pirit of friendship  <-nd  the  iueul 
of juotice ·:;hich have  brouci1 t  us  toe;ethcr here in  Lon~  today  :tn.spire 
relatione  between  industrialized and  dovoloping  ccuntrieo roore  e.ad 
more  profoundly and  thus make  the  new  Convention a  ~ocisive lan~~ark 
in the  histo.ry of the  community of mankind. KOMMISSIONE"N  FOR  DE  EUROPilEISKE  FllELLESSKABERS- KOMMISSION  DER  EUROPAISCHEN  GEMEINSCHAFTEN-
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:g;XTB.ACT~Eli9l.v1  .. :r~f.!.]!  .PRESIDENT •  ORTOLI  ON  THE  OCCASION 
OF  THE  SIGNING  OF  THE  LQJYIE.  CONVENTION 
----- (Lo~ 28  February 1975) 
"The  evel:}-t·we  are participating-in today is a  major;:turning-.point  in the ... 
·history of intt;rnationa;L economic relations  in the  second half:of the twentieth 
:  cen1ury;  indeed in history as  a  whole .....  " 
1. 71 ••.•  The  new  Convention has.:not  been negotiated between countries in isolation 
but  betiveen organized groupl!l  of States.-
Deve.lqping- countriel3  from  a  whole  region - several regions  in_ fact  - acting 
together,  and with  a  singie  spokesman7  were  able to bring long and difficult 
barga:i,ning to a  successful .conclu,sion. 
Thus  1  we  have  proof that  regional groups of countries  make  for ·more  effective, 
better balanced and fairer international collaboration than any which  could be . 
established by States acting singly,  whose  right to equality. is .often 
difficult to translate into facto  This  present  day reality v!hich will 
continue in the  fc:.tuTo  must  be ur,lcomed  as  a  fact0r of major  importance. 
h'hat  is mere,  the neGotiatioi1s which we  are  concluding today have  in no  Nay 
caused the  ACP  cow1.tries  to  cut  themselves  off from  other developing countries  •• •" 
11 o o. It is clecor  that  the European  Community  does  not  regard the  Lome 
Convention simply as  an  instru~ent  of development  for the  ACP  States alonei 
it is also a  fundamental  component  of  comprehensive  cooperation with all 
developing countries. 
At  the very moment  when  Europe  is being cruelly hit by the world crisis and 
the bases for its economic  expansion and  prosperity are being called into 
question,  such an attitude - and in particular the financial  effort which it 
requires  - shm-rs  convincingly hm1  far the  Lome  Convention is based  on an  act 
of deliberate political will and  a  profound and  lasting commitment  by the 
Community." 
2. 11Quite  apart  from  the  special  circumstances in v-rhich  the  Lome  Convention 
was  negotiated,  its originality and its importance lie also,  and perhaps  above 
all,  in its content. 
The  Lome  Convention1  'Hhich brings together this >vhole  arsenal  of resources 
and provisions,  represents in the field of international  cooperation the  most 
comprehensive  and thoroughgoing attack yet  made  on  poverty and underdevelopment. 
Witness the provisions  on financial aid7  on access to markets  or  on the 
stabilization of  export  earnings.  Witness,  with regard to  sugar,  the reciprocal 
undertakings  on  such matters  as  delivery guarantees and minimum  price guarantees 
linked to the  prices  offered to Community  producers.  l:V'itness  also the  organization 
of systematic  cooperation for the industrialization of the  developing countries. 
tvitness  lastly the  establishment  of an institutional framework to provide  a 
vehicle for regular meetings  and  contacts  - not  only at  the  level of governments 
and the representatives  of th0  peupJ e 1  bul;  ::tl so  helMeell  Lr;:ule  unions  and 
industrialists  •• ""  .;. "Though financial aid is still necessary,  even fundamental  for a  number  of 
particularly needy countries,  it cannot  remain the  only method of  development 
cooperation.  This is why  we  wished to open the European market  to products 
from the  ACP  States and  give  them access to our technology and  knowhow  as 
part  of intensive industrial cooperation. 
This is also why  ~ve  have  established a  mechanism for stabilizing export 
earnings vJhich  involves the principle of  compensating States that  are victims 
of the hazards  and  confusion reigning on the  raw  materials markets:  this is 
an  immensely  important  innovation because it demonstrates  a  concern to provide 
an  immediate. practical respo:r1se  to  a  real  and  important  problelT' •••  " 
"Such  innovations  u.YJ.deniably  demonstrate  Europe's wish to establish with the 
developing  courrtr.i'~::;;,_lo.ng.;tei.riLUllks-:cl  ~oonomiG  :inte.I:d~,Jlextdence which would 
be  a  better guarantee  of'progi~:§i_~an<i c.omplemeutariJ.ao:u.:~r;_than any treaty.··" 
:  ···;-!- ------··~- l 
l "The  :reclefining of relations  bet-v.reen  rich and poor  countries  1  between producers 
I and  consumers  of rac-J·inaterials 7  between industrialized economies  and  primary  -
prodt'.6er  ecoriomies,  is the'vital issue  of" our time.  The  conClusion  of the  Lome 
Convention proves that it is possible -'  bec§msEi  we  have 'had;  on both  sides;-
the Jr!iE 1  theimagination,  and  I  would say the  courage to make_i-:1;,  possible  -
to bring aoou-\7  the·1ttfff'icu:lt birth of  a:·ne]twqrld order t:hrough  cooperation, ' 
not  conf'rontation.  From fhis point  of  vie~i,, today's  agreement  serves as  an 
example~  at  .. a  time  ~:hen in many  international forums  the' strategy of  con-
frontation  seems to  be'pr~vailing·too often,  the  Lome  Convention  combines 
the  long-term preoccupation and objectives  common  t·o· all 't'he  peoples  of our 
planet  int  6  a  single vision of -their future:.  that  of  a  community of' 
1 civilization al'f much  as  of  intei'ests& 
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VOICI  DONG  VENU  LE  riO!YJENT  DE  CONSACRER,  PAR  LA  SIGNATURE  DE  LA 
CONVENTION  DE  LOME,  L'ABOUTISSEMENT  DE  NEGOCIATIONS  LONGUES  ET  DIFFI-
CILES,  ENTAMEES  IL  Y A PLUS  DE  20  MOIS  ENTRE  LES  GOUVERNEMENTS  DES 
PAYS  D'AFRIQUE,  DES  CARAIBES  ET  DU  PACIFIQUE  D'UN  COTE  ET  LA 
COMMUNAUTE  EUROPEENNE  DE  L'AUTR£. 
JE  VOUDRAIS  lOUT  D'ABORD,  CAR  CELA  EST,  JE  CROIS,  JUSTE  ET  LEGITIME, 
SALUER  LES  £FFORTS  ET  LE  TALENT  DES  NEGOCIATEURS  DE  NOS  DIFFEHENTS 
PAYS.  L'HOMMAGE  QUE  LA  COMMISSION  ENTEND  LEUR  RENDRE  EST  A LA 
MESURE  DES  RESULTATS  EXCEPTIONNELS  QUI  ONT  ETE  OBTENUS. 
AU-DELA  DE  L'OPTIMIS~E DE  RIGUEUR  l:..T  DES  SATISFECIT  D'USAGE  EN  DE 
SEt"lBLABLES  CIRCONSTANCES,  NOUS  AVONS  ,  EN  EFFET  ,  TOUS  CONSCIENCE  QUE 
L'EVENEMENT  AUQUEL  NOUS  PARTICIPONS  AUJOURD'HUI  CONSTITUE  UN  TOURNANT 
IMPORTANT  DANS  L'HISTOIRE  DES  RELATIONS  ECONOMIQUES  INTERNATIONALES 
DE  LA  SECOND£  NO  lTIE  DU  XXEMl!:  SIEGLE,  C 'EST-A-DIRE  DANS  L 'HISTOIRE 
TOUT  COURT. 
1.  LE  FAIT  MEME  QU'UN  ACCORD  INTERNATIONAL  AIT  PU  EIRE  CONCLU  ENTRE 
PRES  DE  50  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT  ET  LES  NEUFS  PAYS  EUROPEENS 
~  RASSEMBLES  DANS  LA  COMMUNAUTE  REPRESENTE  EN  EFFET  UN  PHENOMENE  TOUT  = 
~  A  FA IT  UN I QUE •  1; 
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C~  PHENOMENE  APPARAIT  D'AUTANT  PLU5  REMARQUABLE  QUE  LA  ~OUVELLE 
CONVENTION  N'  PAS  ETE  NEGOCIEE  PAR  D~S PAYS  !SOLES  MAIS  PAR  D~S 
GRUUPES  URGANI5ES  D 'EIATS. 
S'AGISSANT  DES  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT,  UNE  REGION  ENTlER£ 
- PLUSIEURS  REGIONS  MEME  - ONT  SU  MENER  A BIEN,  COLLECTIVEMENT,  DE 
LONGUES  ET  DIFFICLES  TRACTATIONS  PAR  L'INTERMEDIAIRE  D'UN  SEUL 
PORT!~-PAROL 
•  MALGHE  XKLA  DIVERSFVTE  DES  SITUATIONS  DES  DIFFERENTS 
ETATS,  CETTE  UNITE  S'EST  MAINTENUE  SANS  FAILLE  JUSQU'AU  BOUT. 
t-DUS  DEVONS  SALUER  CETTE  REALITE  D'AUJOURD'HUI  ET  DE:  DE~lAIN 
COMME  UN  FACTEUR  D'UNE  IMPORTANCE  ESSENTIELLE. 
AINSI,  LA  PREUVE  -A-T-ELLE  ETE  DONNE£  - ET  C'EST  LA  UNE  DES 
PRE~liERES GRANDES  LECONS  A TIRER  DE  LA  CONVENTION  DE  L0~1E  -
QUE  LES  REGROUPEMENTS  REGIONAUX  PERMETTENT  DE  PARVENIR  A  UNE 
COLLABORATION  INTERNATIONAL£  PLUS  EFFICACE,  PLUS  EQUILIBREE 
ET  PLUS  EQUITABLE  QUE  CELL£  POUVANT  EIRE  BATIE  PAR  LES  ETATS 
AGISSANT  SEULS  ET  DONI  L'EGALITE  EN  DROIT  EST  SOUVENT  DIFFICILE 
A CONCRETISER  DANS  LES  FAITS. 
DE  SURCROIT,  LES  PROGRES  ACCOMPLIS  DANS  CES  CONDITIONS  L'ON  ETE 
- CELA  MERIT£  AUSSI  D'ETRE  SOULIGNE  -SANS  ABOUTIR  POUR  AUTANT  A 
L'APPARITION  DE  BLOCS''FERMES''•  EN  EFFET,  LES  NEGOCIATION  QUE  NOUS 
CONCLUONS  AUJOURD  'HUI  N'ONT  NULLE~lENT  CONDUIT  LES  PAYS  ACP  A 
'S'ISOLER  DES  AUTRES  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT.  EN  OUTRE,  ELLES 
ONT  PERMIS  DE  FAIRE  PREVALOIR  ,  DE  MANIER£  PARliCULIEREMENT 
EFFICACE,  DE  NOUVELLES  IDEES  DONI  LE  BENEFICE  EST  APPEL£,  NOUS 
POUVONS  L'ESPERER,  A S'ETENDRE  PROGRESSIVEMENT  A L'ENSEMBLE  DES 
RELATIONS  ENTRE  PAYS  INDUSTRIELS  ET  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT. 
S'AG ISSANT  DE  L 'EUROPE,  CETTE  l'JEGOCIATION  SE  TROUVE  PLACE£  AUSSI 
SOUS  LE  SIGNE  DE  LA  CHESION  ET  DE  L'UNITE:  EN  NOUANT  DES  LIENS 
D'ASSOCIATION  AVEC  LES  PEUPLES  D'AFRIQUE,  DES  CARAIBES  ET  DU 
PACIFIQUE,  LA  COMMUNAUTE  DANS  SON  ENSEMBLE  PROUVE  QU'ELLE  EST 
CAPABLE  D'iNTREPRENDRE  UNE  POLITIQUE  GLOBAL£  DESTINEE  A CONTRIBUER 
EFFICACEMENT  AU  DEVELOPPENENT  DES  PAYS  NON  lNDUSTRIALISES,  CAR 
IL  VA  SANS  DIRE  QUE  LA  COMMUNAUTE  EUROPEENWE  NE  CONCOIT  PAS 
SEULEMENT  LA  CONVENTION  DE  LOME  CONME  UN  l~STRU~iENT  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT 
PROPRE  AUX  ETATS  ACP,  MAIS  AUSSI  COMME  UN  ELEMlN1  FUNDAMENTAL 
D'UNE  COOPERATION  GLOBAL£  AVEC  TOUSLES  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT. 
ALORS  MEME  QUE  L'EUROPE  SE  TROUVE  CRUELLEMENT  FRAPPE£  PAR  LA  ChiSE 
MONDIALE  ET  QUE  LES  BASES  DE  SON  l!:XPANSION  ECONOMIQUE  ET  DE:  SA 
PROSPERITE  SE  TROUVENT  REMISES  EN  CAUSE,  UNE  TELLE  ATTITUDE  - ET 
EN  PARTICULIER  L'EFFORT  FINANCIER  QU'ELLE  SUPPOSE  - DEMONTRE,  DE 
MANIERE  CONVAINCANTE  ,  A QUEL  POINT  LA  CONVENTION  DE  LOME  REPOSE 
SUR  UNE  VOLONTE  POLITIQUE  DELIBEREE  ET  SUR  UN  ENGAGEMENT  PROFOND 
ET  DURABLE  DE  LA  COMMUNAUTE. 
2.  I  NDEPENDAfYI~!E  NT  MElVJE  DES  CO NO IT 10 NS  PART ICUL IERES  DANS  ESQUELLE S  LA 
CONVENTION  DE  LONE  A ETE  NEGOCIEE,  SON  OHIGINALITE  ET  SON 
IMPORTANCE  TIENNENT  AUSSI,  ET  PEUT-ETRE  SURTOUT,  A  SON  CONTENU. 
'  <' --------~-----~--~----
JAMAl~ EN  ~Ff£I, ET  JE  DlS  CELA  SA~S EMPHASE  EN  ME  CONTENTANT 
DE  DECRIF<E  LA  REALITE,  JAMAlS  DONG,  LES  HELATIONS  ENTRE  PAYS  ~. 
INDUSTRIALISES  ET  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT  N'ONT  ETE 
DEFINIES  PAR  UN  ACCORD  AUSSI  CONPLET,  VISANT  A APPORTER  UNE 
REPONSE  D'ENSEMBLE  A DES  PROBLEMES  AUSSI  NOMBREUX,  AUSSI  COMPLEXES. 
QU'IL  S'AGISSE  DES  DISPOSITIONS  RELATIVES  A L 'AIDE  FINANCIER£,  A 
L'ACCES  AUX  MARCHES  OU  A LA  STABILISATION  DES  RECETTES 
D'EXPORTATION.  QU'IL  S'AGISSE,  POUR  LE  SUCRE,  DES  ENGAGEMENTS 
MUTUELS  CONCERNANT  NOTAMNENT  DES  GARAI'JTIES  DE  LIVRAISON  £T  DES 
GARANTIES  DE  PRIX  MINIMUM  LlEES  AUX  PRIX  OFFERTS  AUX  PRODUCTEURS 
COMMUNAUTAIRES.  QU'IL  S'AGISSE  D~  MEME  DE  L'ORGA~ISATION D'UNE 
COOPERATION  SYSTEMATIQUE  VISANT  A L'INDUSTfdALlSATICJN  DES 
PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT.  QU'IL  S'AGISS£  ENFIN  DE  LA  MISE 
EN  PLACE  [J'Ul~  CADRE  INSTITUT10l'4NEL  DESTINE  A ASSURER  DES  RENCONTRES 
ET  DES  CONTACTS  REGULIERS  AU  NIVEAU  DES  GOUVERNEMENTS  ET  DES 
REPRC:SE.NTANTS  DES  PEUPLES  SANS  DOUTE,  MAIS  AUSSI  ENTRE  SYNDICATS  ET 
INDUSTRIELS  .LA  CONVENTION  DE  LOME,  QUI  REGROUP!!.  TOUT  CET 
ARSENAL  DE  MOYENS  ET  DE  DISPOSITIONS  ,  REPRESENT£  A CE  JOUR  DANS 
LE  DOMAIN£  DE  LA  COOPERATION  INTERNATIONAL£  '' L'ATTAQUE''  LA  PLUS 
COMPLETE,  LA  PLUS  ACCOMPLI£  FACE  AU  DRAM£  DE  LA  PAUV~£TE  ET  DU 
SO US-DE VELOPPENENT. 
SANS  DOUTE  NE  PEUT-ELLE  AVOIR  L 'AiV!BITION  DE  l1ETTRE  AUJOURD  'HUI 
UN  POINT  FINAL  AU  GRAND  DEBAT  SUR  LES  RE.LATIONS  E.NTR£  PAYS 
DEVELOPPES  ET  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT.  MAIS  NOUS  POUVON~ 
CEPENDANT  NOUS  FELICITER  D'AVOIR  SU  METTRE  EN  PLACE  UNE  GAMME 
IRES  LARGE  D'lNSTRUMENTS  DE  COOPERATION. 
Ct:RTAINS  SONT  DEJA  EPHOUVE~: LA  CONVENTION  QUE  NOUS  ALLOt'4S  SIGNER 
'F  S'INSPIRE  EN  EFFET,  POUR  UNE  PART  DE  L'EXPERIENCE  DES  ACCORDS 
PRECENDENTS  PASSES  ENTRE  LA  COMMUNAUTE  ET  Ui~  CERTAIN  NO~li3RE  D  'ETATS 
AFRICA INS.  11A IS  D  'AUTRE S  SO NT  E  NT IE HEM!:. NT  :-.JO UVEA UX  ET  TIE NNE NT 
C0:vlPTE  DES  BESOINS  i~ES  DE  L'EvOLUTION  ECONO~i!QUE  INTERNATIONAL£ 
DES  DERNIERES  ANNEES  AINSI  QUE  DES  CHOIX  CLAIREMENT  AFFIRMES  PAR 
LES  PAYS  EN  VOIE  DE  DEVELOPPE.MENT. 
SI  L'AIDE  FINANCIER£  REST£  NECESSAIRE,  DONDAMENTALE  MEME  POUR  UN 
CERTAIN  NOMBRE  DE  PAYS  PARTICULIEREMENT  DEMUNlS,  ELLE  NE  SAURAIT 
CEPENDANT  DENEURER  LE.  SEUL  MODE  DE  COOPERATION  AU  Dt:VELOPPE~JENT, 
C  'EST  PO URD UO I  NO US  AVO NS  VO  UL U 0 UVR IR  LE  MARCHI:.  E  URO PEEN  AUX 
PRODUITS  DES  ETATS  ACP  ET  LEUR  PE.Rt~lt:TTRE  D  'ACCEDER  A  NOTRE. 
TECHNOLOGIE  ETA  NOTRE  SAVOIR-FAIRE  DANS  LE  CADRE  D'UNE  COOPERATION 
INDUSTRIELLE  INTENSIVE. 
C'EST  POUHQUOI  ,  DE  NEME,  NOUS  AVONS  DEFDliS  UN  MECANISME  DE 
STABILISATION  DES  RECETTES  D  'EXPORTATION,  QUI  ETABLlT  U. 
PRINCIPE  D  ·~~E  COMPENSATION  EN  FAVEUR  DES  ETATS  VlCTI~ES DES  ALiAS 
ET  DES  DESORDRES  CARACTERISANT  LES  MARCHES  DES  MATIERES 
PREMIERS  :MECANISME  ORIGI~AL  ,  MECANISME  D'UNE  IM~ENS£  PORTEE, 
PARCE  QU' IL  A  ~lARQUE  LE  SOUCI  D  'APORTE.R  UNE  REPONSE  IMMEDIATE 
ET  CONCRETE  A  UN  GRAND  ET  VRAI  PR03LEME. 
DE  TELLES  INNOVATIONS  SOULIGNENT  EN  TOUT  CAS,  DANS  LES  FAITS  E.T  NON 
S£ULEMENT  EN  PAROLES,  LA  VOLONH:  SINCERE  DE  L 'EUROPE  DE  CONTRIBUER 
A INSTAURER  UN  NOUVEAU  TYPE  DE  HELATIONS  SUR  UN£  BASE  EGALITAIRE  ET 
DANS  LE  RESPECT  CE  L 'INDEPENDANCE  ET  DE  LA  SPECifiCITE  DE.S  PARTENAIRES. 
CE  FAISANT,  ELLES  DE110NTRENT  SANS  CONTESTATION  POSSIBLE- ET  C'EST 
LA  SANS  DO UTE  LE  PLUS VlPORTAiH  - LE  S0 UC I  u  E  L 'l<.URO PE  D 'E:fABL Ik 
AVEC  LES  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT  DES  LIENS  D'INT~RDEPENDANCE 
ECONO~liQUE A LONG  T~RME CAPABLES  D  'ASSURER,  MH.:UX  QUE  TOUT  TRAIT£, 
LE  PROGRES  ET  LA  COMPLEMENTARITE. 








a CE  CHUIX,  CEfT£  OPTION  FU~DAMENTALE CONSCIENTE  ET  UELIBEHE£  EN 
FAVEUR  DE  LA  SOLIDARlTC..  AURA,  J'EN  SUIS  CONVA!t~CU  ,  UN  r:~Pt;CT 
CuNSIDERABLE  DAi'lS  LE  tvJODEN.  LA  REDEFVJITION  DES  RELATIONS  ENTRt: 
PAYS  RICHES  ET  PAYS  PAUVRES,  l:.NTRE  PRODUCTEUHS  ET  CONSONl•lATEURS  DE 
~IAT lEHES  PREMiiRES,  ErJTHE  :;,OCIETES  L'.JDUSTRIALISEES/  ET  SOCIETES 
PHODUCTRICES  PRIMAlRES,  EST  LE  PKOBLEME  ESSENTIEL  DE  NOTRE 
EPOQUE.  LA  CONCLUSION  DE  LA  CONV£:'-JTlON  DE  LOME  PROUVE 
QU'lL  EST  POSSIBLE- ET  POSSIBLE  PARCE  QUE  ~JOUS  EN  AVONS  EU  LES 
UNSET  u.:s  AUTRES  LA  VOLONTE,  L'PJAGINATION,  ET  J'OSERAl  DIRE 
LE  COURAGE- D'ASSURER  LA  OIFFICILE  NAISSANCE  D'UN  NOUVEL  ORDRE 
MONDIAL  ,  PAR  LA  VOlE  DE  LA  COOPERATION  ET  NON  PAS  DE  LA  CONFRONTATION. 
DE  CE  POINT  DE  VUE,  L'ACCGRD  D'A0JOURD'~UI  REVET  UNE  VALEUR 
EXEMPLAIRE,  AU  fvlO(YJENT  l~lEl 1lE  OU,  DAt\jS  DE  NOt·1BREUSES  ENC£INT£S 
INTERNATIONALES,  LA  STRATEGIE  DE  L 'AFFRONTEMENT  PARAIT  TROP  SOUVENT 
PREVALOIR,  LA  CONVENTION  DE  LOME  CONJUGUE,  AU  CONTRAIRE,  LES 
PREOCCUPATIONS  ET  LES  OBJECTIFS  A LONG  TER~E  COM~UNS A TOUS  LES 
PEUPLES  DE  NOTRE  PLANET£,  DANS  LE  CADRE  D'UNE  MEM  VISION  DE  LEUR 
AVENIR  :  CELLE  D'UN£  COMUNAUTE  DE  CIVILISATION  AUTANT  QUE  D'INTERETS. 
MAIS  LES  PAYS  DE  LA  CONVENTION  DE  LOME  N'ONT  PAS  SEULEM£NT  OPT£ 
POUR  UNE  STRATEGI£  FONDEE  SUR  LA  COOPERATION  ET  RECUSANT  L'AFFRONTE-
MENT,  ILS  0 NT  TRANCHE  UN  AUTRE  DEBAT  FONOA~lENTAL  SUR  L 'AVENIR  DES 
RELATIONS  ENTRE  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT  ET  PAYS  lNDU~TRIALlSES: 
CELUI  QUI  OPPOSE  u:s  HOt•HY;ES  DE  THiORIE  ET  DE  DOCTRINE  AUX 
PARTISANS  DE  PROGRES  VERITABLES  INSCRITS  DANS  LES  FAITS.  ET 
CETTE  AUTRE  GANDE  QUESTION,  ILS  L'ONT  ,  JE  CROIS  BIEN  TRANCHE£  EN 
CHOISISSANT,  INSEREE  DANS  UNE  VISION  D  'ENSEMBLE,  LA  VOlE  DES 
REALISATIONS  CONCRETES  ET  TANGIBLES  :  AINSI  UNE  AIDE  FINANCIER£ 
DONI  CERTAINS  TROUVERONT  SANS  DOUTE  ENCORE  QU'ELLE  EST  TROP  LIMITE£ 
MAIS  QUI  EST  EN  FAIT  IRES  HlPORTANTE,  AINSI  UN  MECANlS~lE  DE 
STABILISATION  DES  RECETTES  D  'EXPORTATION,  SANS  DO UTE  IMPARFAIT,  ~IAIS 
QUI  REPRE SE NTE  UN  PAS  EN  AVANT  APPREC !ABLE. 
PUISSENT  DONG,  MONSIEUR  LE  PRESIDENT  DE  LA  R~PUBLIQUE, L'ESPHIT 
D'AMITIE  ET  L'IDEAL  DE  JUSTICE  QUI  NOUS  ONT  REUNIS  AUJOURD'HUI  A 
LOME  INSPIRER  SANS  CESS£  DAVANTAGE  LES  RELATIO~S ENTRE  PAYS 
INDUSTRlALISES  ET  PAYS  EN  VOlE  DE  DEVELOPPEMENT  ET  CONFERl:.R 
AINSI  A LA  NOUVELLE  CONVENTION  LA  VELEUR  D'UNl  ETAP£  DECISIVE  DANS 
L'HISTOIRE  DE  LA  COMMUNAUTE  DES  HOMMES. 
SPEECH  BY  PRESIDENT  0  R T 0  L  I 
-------------------------------
ON  THE  OCCASION  OF  THE  SIG.HNG  OF  THE  LOME.  CONVENTION 
------------------------------------------------------
MR  PRESIDENT, 
YOUR  EXCELLENCIES, 
LADIES  AND  GENTLEMEN, 
< LOME,  2::3  FEBRUARY  197':;;) 
THE  MOMENT  HAS  COME  FOR  US  TO  SIGN,  AND  THEREBY  SEAL,  THE  LOME 
CONVENTION,  THE  CULHlNATION  OF  MORE  THAN  20  ~iONTH;;J  OF  LONG  AND 
~  DIFFICULT  NEGOTIATIONS  BETWEEN  THE  GOVERNMENTS  OF  THE  AFRICAN, 
o  CARIBBiAN  AND  PACIFIC  COUNTRIES  ON  ONE  SIDE  AND  THE  EUROPEAN 
~  COMMUNITY  0 N THE  OTHER. 
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FlHST  OF  ALL,  AS  IS,  1  THI!~K,  ONLY  RIGHT  AND  PROPU~  ,  I  SHOULD  .:;-
LIKE  TO  ACCLAIM  THE  WORK  AND  TALENT  OF  THE  NEGOTIATORS  FkOM  • 
OUR  VARIOUS  CO UNTR IE S.  THE  TRIBUTE  THE  CO ii'Ji"l ISS 10 N PAYS  THE  ~l 
IS  OF  THE  SAME  ORDER  AS  THE  EXCEPTIONAL  RESULTS  WHICH  HAVE  BEEN 
OB TA !NED • 
OVER  AND  ABOVE  THE  OPTIMISM  A~D  CONGRATULATIONS  THAT  ARE  USUAL  1~ 
SUCH  CIRCUMSTANCES,  ALL  OF  US,  I  BELIEVE  ,  FEEL  THAT  THE  EVENT  WE 
ARE  PARTICIPATING  IN  TODAY  IS  A MAJOR  TURNING-POINT  IN  THE  HISTOHY 
OF  INTERNATIONAL  ECONOMIC  RELATIONS  IN  THE  SECOND  HALF  OF  THE 
TWENTIETH  CENTURY,  INDEED  IN  HISTORY  A';:3  A WHOLE. 
1.  THE  VERY  FACT  THAT  IT  HAS  BEEN  POSSibLE  TO  CONCLUDE  AN 
INTtRNATIONAL  AGREEMiNT  BETWEEN  NEARLY  50  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES  AND 
THE  NINE  EUROPEAN  COUNTRIES  MAKING  UP  THE  COMMUNITY  IS  A  UNIQUE 
PHENOMENON. 
IT  IS  ALL  THE  MORE  REMAKABLE  IN  THAT  THE  NEW  CONVENTION  HAS  NOT 
BEEN  NEGOTIATED  BETWEEN  COUNTRIES  IN  ISOLATION  BUT  BETWEEN  ORGANIZED 
GROUPS·OF  STATES. 
DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES  FROM  A WHOLE  REGION  - SEVERAL  REGIONS  IN  FACT  -
ACTING  TOGETHER,  AND  WITH  A SINGLE  SPOKESMAN,  WERE  ABLE  TO  BRING 
LONG  AND  DIFFICULT  BARGAINING  TO  A SUCCESSFUL  CONCLUSION.  IN  SPift. 
OF  THE  DIVERSITY  COF  SITUATIONS  IN  THE  VARIOUS  STATES  YOU  WEHJ:. 
PERFECTLY  UNITED  TO  THE  END.  THIS  PRESENT  DAY  REALITY  WHICH  WILL 
CONTINUE  IN  THE  FUTURE  MUST  BE  WELCOMED  AS  A FACTOR  OF  MAJOR  IMPOR-
TANCE. 
THUS,  WE  HAVE  PHUOF  -AND  THIS  ONE  OF  THE  iYlOST  IMPORTANT  LESSONS 
TO  BE  LEARNED  FROM  THE  LOME  CONVENTION  - THAT  REGIONAL  GROUPS  OF 
COUNTRIES  l'lAKE  FOR  ~iORE  EFFECTIVE,  BETTER  BALANCED  AND  FAIRER 
INTERNATIONAL  COLLABORATION  THAN  ANY  WHICH  COULD  BE  ESTABLISHED 
BY  STATES  ACTING  SINGLY,  WHOSE  RIGHT  TO  EQUALITY  IS  OFTEN  DIFFICULT 
TO  TRANSLATE  INTO  FACT. 
WHAT  IS  MORE  AND  THIS  SHOULD  BE  EMPHASIZED  TOO,  THE  PROGRESS  l'tlADE 
UNDER  THESE  CONDITIONS  HAS  NOT  LED  TO  THE  FORMATION  OF  INWARD-LOOKING 
BLOCS,  FOR  THE  NEGOTIATIO~S WHICH  WE  ARE  CONCLUDING  TODAY  HAVE  IN 
~ WAY  CAUSED  THE  ACP  COUNTRIES  TO  CUT  THEMSELVES  OFF  FRUM  OTHER 
DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES. 
THESE  NEGOTIATIONS  HAVE  ALSO  MADE  lT  POSSIBLE  TO  WIN  ACCEPTANCE, 
IN  A PARTICULARLY  EFFECTIVE  MANNER,  FOR  FRESH  IDEAS  WHOSE  bENEFICIAL 
EFFECT  WILL,  WE  HOPE  ,  GRADUALLY  PERMEATE  ALL  RELATIONS  BETWEEN 
INDUSTRIALIZED  AND  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES. 
FOR  EUROPE  TOO  THE  NEGOTIATIOl~S WEkE  MARKt;D  BY  COHESION  AND  UNITY  • 
BY  FORGING  LINKS  OF  PAHTNERSHIP  WITH  THE  PEOPLES  UF  AFRICA,  . 
THE  CARIBBEAN  AND  THE  PACIFIC,  THE  COMMUNITY  AS  A WHOLE  HAS  PROVED 
ITSELF  ABLE  TO  UNDERTAKE  AN  OVERALL  POLICY  WHICH  SHOULD  MAKE 
AN  EFFECTIVE 
CONTRIBUTION  TO  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  NON-INDUSTRIALIZED  COUNTRIES. 















FOR  IT  IS  CLEAR  THAT  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  U0ES  NOT  HEGAhD  THE  0 
~  LOME  CONVENTION  SIMPLY  AS  AN  INSTRUMENT  OF  DEVELOPMENT  FOk  THE  ~ 
~  ACP  ::iTATES  ALON£,  IT  IS  ALSO  A  FUNDAME~TAL  COMPONENT  OF  CO~'JPREHENSIVE  c:: 
'J  COOPERATION  WITH  ALL  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES.  2. 
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AT  THE  V£HY  i"iONENT  WHt:N  EUROPE  IS  BEING  CRUl:.LLY  HIT  BY  THE  WOkLD 
CRISIS  AND  THE  BASES  FOR  ITS  E.COr..JOMIC  EXP~~ASION  AND  PROSPERITY  ARE 
BEING  CALLED  INTO  QUE~TlON,  SUCH  AN  ATTITUDE  - AND  IN  PARTICULAR 
THE  FINANCIAL  EFFORT  WHICH  IT  REQUIRES  - SHOWS  CONVINCINGLY 
HOW  FAR  THE  LONE  CONVENTION  IS  BASED  ON  AN  ACT  OF  DELIBERATE 
POLITICAL  WILL  AND  A PROFOUND  AND  LASTING  COMl"liMEt~T  BY  THE 
COM~JUNITY. 
2.  QUITE  APART  FROM  THE  SPECIAL  CIRCUNSTANCES  IN  WHICH  THE  LOME 
CONVENTION  '~AS  NEGOTIATED  ,  ITS  ORIGINALITY  AND  ITS  IMPOkTANCE 
LIE  ALSO,  AND  PERHAPS  ABOVE  ALL,  IN  ITS  CONTENT. 
NEVER  - AND  I  AM  NOT  EXAGGERATING  HEkE,  BUT  fviEREL Y DESCRIBE  THE 
FACTS  - HAVE  RELATIONS  BETWEEN  INDUSTRIALIZED  COUNTRIES  AND 
DEVE:LOP ING  CO UNTR IE S BEEN  DEFINED  BY  AN  AGREEMENT  WHICH  IS  SO 
COMPLETE  AND  WHICH  AIMS  TO  PROVIDE  A COMPREHENSIVE  RESPONSE 
TO  SO  MANY  PROBLEMS  OF  SUCH  COMPLEXITY.  WITNESS  THE  PROVISIONS  ON 
FINANCIAL  AID,  ON  ACCESS  TO  MARKETS  OR  ON  THE  STABILIZATION  OF 
EXPORT  EARNINGS.  WITNESS,  WITH  REGARD  TO  SUGAR,  THE  RECIPROCAL 
UNDERTAKINGS  ON  SUCH  fvJATTERS  AS  DELIVERY  GUARA:HEES  AND  fvliNHlUttJ 
PRICE  GUARANTEES  LINKED  TO  THE  PRICES  OFFERED  TO  COMMUNITY  PRODUCERS. 
WITNESS  ALSO  THE  ORGANIZATION  OF  SYSTEMATIC  COOPl:.RATION·FOk  THE 
INDUSTRIALIZATION  OF  THE  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES.WITNESS  LASTLY 
THE  ESTABLISHMENT  OF  AN  INSTITUTIONAL  FRAMEWORK  TO  PROVIDE 
A VEHICLE  FOR  REGULAR  MEETINGS  AND  CONTACTS  - NOT  ONLY  AT  THE 
LEVEL  OF  THE  GOVERNMENTS  AND  THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  TH£  PEOPLE, 
BUT  ALSO  BETWEEN  TRADE  UNIONS  AND  INDUSTRIALISTS.  THE  LOME 
CONVENTION,  WHICH  BRINGS  TOGETHER  THIS  WHOLE  ARSENAL  OF  RESOURCES 
ANJ  PROVISIONS,  REPRESENTS  IN  THl:.  FIELD  OF  INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION 
THE  MOST  COMPREHENSIVE  AND  THOROUGHGOING  ATTACK  YET  MAO£ 
ON  POVERTY  AND  UNDERDEVELOPMENT. 
OF  COURSE  ANY  AMBITION  TO  CONCLUDE  THE  GREAT  DEBATE  ON  RELATIONS 
BETWEEN  DEVELOPED  AND  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES  AS  OF  TODAY  IS  NOT 
POSSIBLE,  BUT  '~E  CAN  PRIDE  OURSELVES  ON  HAVING  MANAGED  TO  SET  UP 
A VERY  'II IDE  RANGE  OF  INSTRUMENTS  OF  COOPERATION.  SO~l£  HAVE  ALHEADY 
PROVED  THE:IR  WORHT,  FOR  THE  CONVENTION  WE  AR£  ABOUT  TO  SIGN  WILL 
BE  BASED  PARTLY  ON  THE  EXPERIENCE  OF  PREVIOUS  AGREEMENTS  CONCLUDED 
BETWEEN  THE  COMMUNITY  AND  A  NUMBER  OF  AFRICAN  STATES.  RUT  OTHER  S 
ARE  ENTIRELY  NEW  AND  TAKE  INTO  ACCOUNT  THE  NEEDS  BORN  OF  THE 
INTERNATIONAL  ECONOMIC  DEVELOPMENTS  OF  THE  PAST  FEW  YEAfiS  AND 
THE  CHOICES  CLEARLY  EXPRESED  BY  THE  DEVELOPING  CUUNTRI£S. 
THOUGH  FINANCIAL  AID  IS  STILL  NECESSARY  EVENT  FUNDA~ENTAL  FOR  A 
NUMBER  OF  PARTICULARLY  ~EEDY  COUNTkiE~ - IT  CANNOT  REMAIN  THE 
ONLY  METHOD  OF  DEVELOPMENT  COOPERATION. 
THIS  IS  WHY  WE  WISHED  TO  OPEN  THE  EUROPEAN  MARKET  TO  PRODUCTS  FRO~ 
THE  ACP  STATES  AND  GIVE  THEM  ACCESS  TO  OUR  TECHNOLOGY  AND  KNOWHOW 
AS  PART  OF  INTENSIVE  INDUSTRIAL  COOPERATION. 
THIS  ALSO  WHY  WE  HAVE  ESTABLISHED  A fYIECHANISM  FOR  STABILIZING 
EXPORT  EARNING  S  WHICH  H.JVOLVES  THE  PRINCIPLE  OF  C0~1PEN.:iATli~G 
STATES  THAT  ARE  VICTIMS  OF  THE  HAZARDS  AND  CUi\JFUSlU!\J  REIGNING  ON 
THE  RAW  MATERIALS  MARKETS. 
THIS  IS  AN  IMMENSELY  HlPORTANT  INNOVATION  8ECAU5E  lT  DE~iONSTRATES 
A CONCERN  TO  PROVIDE  AN  IMMEDIATE  PRACTICAL  RESPUNSE  TO  A HEAL 
AND  IMPORTANT  PROBLEM. 
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SUCH  INNOVATIONS  AT  ANY  RATE  HIGHLIGHT,  IN  DEEDS  AS  WELL  AS  IN  r]__ 
WORDS,  J.<:UHOPE  'S  SINCERE  DESIRE  TO  CONTRIBUTE  TOWAkDS  ESTABLISHING  f· 
A  NJ::W  TYPE  OF  RELATIONS  ON  A BASIS  OF  EQUALITY  AND  HAVING  kEGARD 
FOR  THE  INDEPENDDENCE  AND  INDIVIDUAL  IDENTifiES  OF  THE  PARTNERS. 
I:-J  SO  DOING  THESE  INNOVATIONS  UNDl:.t'HABLY  DEMONSTRATE- AND  THIS 
PERHAPS  IS  THE  NOST  HlPORTANT  THING  - EUROPE'S  WISH  TO  ESTABLISH 
WITH  THE  DEVELOPING  COUNTRUES  LONG-TERM  LINKS  OF  ECONOMIC 
INTERDEPENDENCE  WHICH  WOULD  BE  A BETTER  GUARANTEE  OF  PROGRESS  AND 
COMPLEMENTARY  ACTION  THAN  ANY  TREATY. 
THIS  CHOICE,  THIS  BASIC,  DELIBERATE,  CONSCIOUS  OPTING  FOR  SOLIDA-
RITY  WILL,  I  Af'tl  SURE,  HAVE  A CONSIDERABLE:  IMPACT  ON  THE  WORLD. 
THE  REDEFING  OF  RELATIONS  BETWEEN  RICH  AND  POOR  COUNTRIES, 
BETWEEN  PRODUCERS  AND  CONSUMERS  OF  RAW  MATERIALS,  BETWEEN 
INDUSTRIALIZED  ECONO~l!ES AND  PRii~ARY  PRODUCER  ECO~O~JH~S,  IS  THE 
VITAL  ISSUE  OF  OUR  TIME.  THE  CONCLUSION  OF  THE  LOME  CONVENTION 
PHOVES  THAT  IT  IS  POSSIBLE  -BECAUSE  WE  HAVE  HAD,  ON  30TH  SIDES, 
THE  WILL,  THE  HlAGL~ATION,  AND  I  WOULD  SAY  THE  COUkAGE  TO  l'lAK£ 
IT  POSSIBLE  - TO  BRING  ABOUT  THE  DIFFICULT  BIRTH  OF  A  NEW  WORLD 
OF<DER  THROUGH  COOPERATION,  NOT  CONFRONTATION.  FROM  THIS  POINT  OF  VIEW, 
TODAY'S  AGREEMENT  SERV~S AS  AN  EXAMPLE,  AT  A  TI~£  WHiN  IN  MANY 
INTERNATIONAL  FORUMS  THE  STRAT~GY OF  CONFRONTATION  SEEMS  TO  BE 
PF<EVAILING  TOO  OFTEN,  THE  LOME  CONVENTION  CONBI~ES THE  LONG-TLRM 
PREOCCUPATIONS  AND  OBJECTIVES  COiVJ~10N  TO  ALL  THE  PEOPLES  OF  OUR 
PLANET  INTO  A SINGLE  VISION  OF  THEIR  FUTURE:  THAT  OF  A COl"JMUlHTY 
OF  CIVILIZATION  AS  ~JUCH  AS  OF  INT~RESTS. 
BUT  THE  LOME  CONVENTION  cou;~Tf<Ir:S  HAVE  NOT  ONLY  OPTiD  FUR  A 
STRAT£GY  BASt:O  ON  COOPERATION  AND  REFUSING  CONFRONTATION,  THEY 
HAVE  S~TTLED ANOTHER  FUNDA~ENTAL QUESTION  CONCERNI~G  THE:  FUTURi 
OF  RELATIONS  BETWEEN  THE  DEVELOPING  AND  THE  I~DUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES, 
A PROBLEM  WHICH  SETS  THE  THEORISTS  AND  DOGMATITS  AGAI~ST  THOSE 
WHO  BELIEVE  lN  REAL  PROGRESS  DEMONSTRATED  BY  FACTS,  AND  I  THINK 
THEY  HAVE  SETTLED  THIS  GREAT  QUESTION  VERY  SE~SiaLY BY  CHOOSING 
THE  PATH  OF  PRACTICAL,  TANGIBLE  ACHIEVEMENTS:  WITHIN  AN  OVEkALL 
APPROACH:  FINANCIAL  AID  WHICH  SOME  itlAY  STILL  FH>JD  TOO  LIMlTt:D 
BUT  WHICH  IS  IN  FACT  VEHY  IMPORTANT,  A~D  MACHINERY  FOR  STABILIZING 
THE  EXPORT  lARNINGS,  ~HIGH THOUGH  PROBABLY  NOT  PERFECT  lS  CERTAINLY 
AN  APPRECIABLE  STEP  FORWARD. 
~iR  PRESIDENT  ,  MAY  THE  SPIRIT  OF  FRIENDSHIP  AND  TH£  lut:AL  OF  JUSTICE 
WHICH  HAVE  BROUGHT  US  TOGETHER  HERE  IN  LOME  TODAY  INSPIRE  H[LATIONS 
BET~EEN  INDUSTRIALIZED  AND  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES  MORE  AND  ~ORE 
PHOFUUNDLY  AND  THUS  MAKE  TH~  NEW  CONVENTION  AS  DECISlVl  LANDMARK 
IN  THE  HISTORY  OF  THE  COMMUNITY  OF  MANKINJ. 
(£  N  D) 
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MITTEILUNG  AN  DIE  PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION  A  ~A PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE  ALLA  STAMPA 
MEDEDELING  AAN  DE  PERS 
Bruxelles,  le  28  fevrier  1975 
EXTRA ITS  DU  DISC OURS  DE  N.  LE  PRESIDENT  OR'I'OLI  A  L'  OCc'ASION  DE  LA 
SIGNATURE  DE  LA  CONVENTION  DE  LOJviE  (Lome  le  28  fevr'ier  1975) 
"L 1evenement  auquel  nous  participons  aujourd'hui  constitue  un tournant  impor-
tant  dans  l  1 histoire  des  relation's'  &conor::~iques  i-nternationales  de  la seconde 
moi tie  du  XXJ.eme,  siecle  ,, c' est-a-dire  dans l'  histoire  tout  court •••  '1 
• 
1.-11 •••  La  nouvelle  Conventio'n  n I a  pas  ete  nee{ociee  par  des  pays  isoles  mais  par 
des  groupes  organises  d'Etats. 
S 1 agiss::tnt  des  psqs  en  voie  de  developpement,  une  region entiere  ._plu-sieurs 
rkgions  mgme  - ont  Slli  mene~ a  bien,  collectivement,  de  longues  ~t difficiles 
tractaticns par  1 1intermediaire  d'un seul porte-parole.  -
Ainsi,  lh preuve  a-t-elle  et&  donnee  que  les regrdupements ·regionaux permet  ... 
te:cJ-t  de  ps_rvenir  8.  une  collaboration internationale plus  e fficace,  plus 
equilibr6e  et' plus  equitable  q_ue  celle  pouvant  etre  biltie  par- les Etats 
agissant  seuls 6t  dont  l'cgalit6  en droit  est souvent  diffitile  a  contretiser 
dans  les  fai'ts. 1  Nous  devons  saluer <::ette  re::tlite  d'aujourd'hui et  de  demain 
comme  un  facteur  d 1un,e  importance  essentiel1e. 
De  surcroit·,  les  htgociations' que  nous  concluons, aujourd' hui  n' ont  nullement 
condu~t les  pays, ACP  ·~· s'isoler dei atitres  pays  en  voie  de  d~vel6ppement  ••• '' 
"••• .La  Communaut'e  Europeehne  ne  conc;oi  t  pas  seulement  la Convention  de  Lome 
comme  un  instrument  de  d~veloppement pro~re  au~ Etats  ACP,  mai~ aussi  comme 
un  element  fondarnental  d'une  cooperation  globale  avec  taus les  pays  en  voie 
de  developpement. 
Alors  m~me  que  l'Europe  se  trouve  cruellement  frappee  par la crise  mondiale 
et  que  les bases  de  son  expansion  economique  et  de  sa prosperite  se  trouvent 
remises  en  cause,  une  telle attitude  - e• en particulier l'effort financier 
qu'elle  suppose  - demontre,  de  maniere  con.vaincante,  a  quel  point la Convention 
de  Lams  repose  sur  une  volant&  politique  deliberee et sur  un  engagement  profond 
et  durable  de  la Communaute." 
2. 11Independamment  Dgme  des  conditions particulieres  dans  lesquelles la Convention 
de  Lome  a  et&  negooiee,  son originalite et  son  importance  tiennent  aussi,  et 
peut-Stre  surtoutt  ~ son  contenu. 
Q1Hil  s  I agisse  des  dispositions relatives a l  I aide  financiere'  a  1 'acces  aux 
marches  ou  a  la stabilisation des  recettesd 1exportation.  Qu'il s'agisse,  pour 
le  sucre,  des  engagements  mutuels  concernant  notamment  d__es  garanties  de  li-
vraison et  des  gar~nties de  prix  minimum  liees  aux  prix offerts  aux  produc-
teurs  communautaires.  Qu'il s'agisse  de  m§me  de  l'organisation d'une  coope-
ration systematique  visant  a  l'industrialisation des  pays  en voie  de  develtppe-
ment ••••  n 
.;  . - 2  -
11 •••  Qu 1il s 1agisse  enfin  de  la mise  en  plillce  d'un cadre  institutionnel 
dentin~  ~ assurer  des  rencontres  et  des  contacts r6guliers  au  niveau  des 
gouvernements  et  des  repr6sentants  des  peuples  sans  doute,  mais  aussi  entre 
syndicats et industrials.  La  Convention  de  Lome,  qui  regroupe  tout  cet 
arsenal  de  moyens  at  de  dispositions,  repr6sente  ~  ce  jour  dans  le  domaine 
de  la  cooperation intern&tionale  "l  1 attaque  11  la plus  complete,  lc'- plus 
accomplie  face  au  drame  de  la pauvret(,  et  du  scua-developpement ••••  " 
"Si l'aide financiere  reste  nccessaire,  fondamentale  meme  pour  un  certain 
nombre  de  pays  particulierement  d~munis,  elle  ne  saurait  cependant  demeurer 
le  seul  mode  de  cooperation  au  d&veloppement.  C1est pourquoi  nous  avons 
voulu  ouvrir le  m~rche_europ~en aux  produits  des  Etats  ACP  et  leur  permettre 
d'acceder  ~ notre  techn~logie et  ~ notre  savoir-faire  dans  le  cadre  d 1une 
cooperation industrielle intensive. 
C'est  pourquoi,  de  memEJ,  nous  avons  defini  un  mecanisme  de  stabilisation 
des  recettes  d'e:x:portation,  qui  8tablit le'principe  d 1une  compensation 
en  l'ailt:rui' : d:e-r?"·:fl~t-at  s~--'\l"i·0t;i411  ~~-- d,.$4,_/?,J,~§,~,~--e~,~.SL~§..~  s  .~£..~!:.~~  m·  :;.c;r.!:X<?.~~-~Eis ant  l e s 
marches  des  matieres  :rremie,res  :  mecanisme  original,  rnecanisme·--c'JTtine  immense 
portE~e'  pare<:;  qu,' il a  marque  le  souci  d' apporter  une  reponse  immediate -et 
concret.e  ~ u.n  grand  et  v~ai probleme •••  ri.  !  i  ...  '  .:  '·  '  ..  ·' 
''De  telles innovations  traduisent  le  souci  de  l'Europe  d'~tablir avec  les 
pays  en  voie  de  d&veloppernent  des  liens  d 1 interd~pendance  &•onomique  ~ long 
terme  capables  d' assurer,  mieux  que  tout  trait~,  le  progres  et la  cqn:rpl~-
_mentQ.rite ••• " 
jiTt:~La'redsfini  ton des rel~tions ent:re  pays  riches et pays  p2,uvres,  entre 
I  producteurs et  eonsommateurs  de  matiires. premieres,  ~ntr~ societ&s  industria-
l.  lisees.e~  ~oci&t~~  produc~rices primaires,. est le  problema  essenti~l de 
notre  epoque~  La  conclut1on  de  la Convention  de  io~& preuve  qu'i~ est 
possibi~ - et pbssible  parce  que  pous  en  avons  eu  les  uns  et les  a~tres 
. . 
la 'volonte,  ..  ltJ_magination,  et  j'oserai dire le  courage  - d 1assurer la 
difficilehaisaance  d 1un  nouvel  ordre mondial,  par la voie  de  la.coopera-
tion et  non  pas  de  la confront.ation •.  De  ce  point  d,e.  vue,  1 1 accord  d 1aujourd  1 
hui  rev'et,une' valeur  exemplaire;  au  moment  meme  ou,  daris  de  nombreuses  en-
. ceintes internationales, .la st;t'a  tegie  de  l 'af,frontement  pe::rait  trop  souven  t 
prevaloir,  la convention  de  Lome  conjugue,  au  cont~aire, les preoccupations 
et les objectifs a long .terme  communs  ~ taus  les  peuples  de  notre  planete, 
dans  le· ca.di>e  d' une. ·me me  v~si~n  A  de  leur  9-venir  celle , d 'une  commurtaute  de _j 
civilisation autant  que  d 11ntE:rets. 11  . 
.  1  .f.:. 